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Abstract



set and may allow the user to restrict the possible values for these data to take contextual information into account during testing. The user has then to execute, using some specialised tool, the program with this input data set on the target platform, to verify the results against specification and check the effective coverage. Automation of test case generation brings obvious benefits. In critical systems processes where structural testing is required by the development norm, manually creating tests from the specification fails to achieve complete satisfaction of the coverage criterion. In this case, automatic methods help to reach the objectives which are not covered and provide corresponding path conditions that may be used to refine the specification if needed. They may also determine whether the objectives which are not yet covered are really infeasible. When the development process does not impose any structural testing activity, the use of a structural test generation tool is a way to increase the quality of the software with a very low cost overhead. Automatic structural test generators may also be used for other purposes, for example they may be used to find execution errors [11, 27, 7], to verify conformity to specifications [28, 2, 8] or to verify non-functional properties [30]. In this article we present the PathCrawler structural test generator for C and C++ programs. We briefly introduce its functions and the method it uses to generate test cases (Section 2). Our contribution is to expose the main difficulties such a tool has to face in order to work on real industrial software and the solutions that we have adopted in PathCrawler (Section 3). These difficulties were identified during our ongoing experience in the development of PathCrawler and its application to industrial software.



Structural testing is widely used in industrial verification processes of critical software. This report presents PathCrawler, a structural test generation tool that may be used to automate this activity, and several evaluation criteria of automatic test generation tools for C programs. These criteria correspond to the issues identified during our ongoing experience in the development of PathCrawler and its application to industrial software. They include issues arising for some specific types of software. Some of them are still difficult open problems. Others are (partially) solved, and the solution adopted in PathCrawler is discussed. We believe that these criteria must be satisfied in order for the automation of structural testing to become an industrial reality.
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Introduction



Structural testing (also called white-box testing) is meant to assure that the software has been thoroughly exercised by execution of the test set. Classically, it is used at unit level and, depending on the test strategy, the coverage criterion is all-branches, all-paths or MC/DC (see for example [19]). When the tests are constructed manually, the coverage exhibited by the test sets with respect to these criteria is often less than 80%, and even lower for a more complicated criterion such as MC/DC. Automation of structural test generation is possible. In the past, tools were based on random strategies with coverage results not much better than those obtained by humans. Today they are based on a precise analysis of the source code of the software and a conversion of each elementary objective (branch, path or partial path) into a constraint system which is then solved using some automatic constraint solving techniques [32, 13, 14]. They provide an input data
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Presentation of the PathCrawler Tool



PathCrawler is a test generation tool for C functions respecting the all-paths criterion, or the k-path criterion (for a given k ≥ 0), which restricts the generation to the paths
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int bsearch(int a[4], int key) { int low = 0; int high = 3; while (low key) { high = mid-1; } else { return mid; } } return -1; }



PathCrawler maintains: • a memory state of the program at each moment of symbolic execution. It is basically a mapping associating a value to a symbolic name. The symbolic name is a variable name or an array element. The value is a constant or a logical variable. • the current partial path π in the program. When a test case is successfully generated for the partial path π, the remaining part of the path it activates is denoted by σ. • a constraint store with the constraints added by the symbolic execution of the current partial path π.



Figure 1. C function for binary search



The method contains the following steps: (Initialisation) Create a logical variable for each input and associate it with this input. Set initial values of initialised variables. Add constraints for the precondition. Let the initial partial path π be empty. Continue to (Step 1). (Step 1) Let σ be empty. Symbolically execute the partial path π, that is, add constraints and update the memory according to the instructions in π. If some constraint fails, continue to (Step 4). Otherwise, continue to (Step 2). (Step 2) Call the constraint solver to generate a test case, that is, concrete values for the inputs, satisfying the current constraints. If it fails, go to (Step 4). Otherwise, continue to (Step 3). (Step 3) Run the test driver with traced execution of f on the test case generated in (Step 2) to obtain the complete execution path. The complete path must start with π. Save the remaining part into σ. Continue to (Step 4). (Step 4) Let ρ be the concatenation of π and σ. Try to find in ρ the last unmarked decision, i.e. the last decision without a “⋆” mark. If ρ contains no unmarked decision, exit. Otherwise, if d± is the last unmarked decision in ρ, set π to the subpath of ρ before d± , followed by d∓ ⋆ (i.e. the negation of d± marked as already processed), and continue to (Step 1). Notice that Step 4 chooses the next partial path in a depth-first search. It changes the last unmarked decision in ρ to look for differences as deep as possible first, and marks a decision by a “⋆” when its negation (i.e. the other branch from this node in the tree of all execution paths) has already − − + been fully explored. For example, if ρ = a+ b− ⋆ c d e⋆ , − the last unmarked decision is d , so we take the subpath of − + ρ before this decision a+ b− ⋆ c , and add d⋆ to it to obtain + − − + the new partial path π = a b⋆ c d⋆ . We will use as a running example the C function shown in Figure 1. To simplify the example, we limit the array size to 4, and the domain of elements to [0, 100]. The function bsearch takes two parameters: an array a of four integers ∈ [0, 100] and an integer key ∈ [0, 100]. Given that a is sorted in ascending order, the function returns the index of some occurrence of key in a if key is present in a, or −1



with at most k consecutive iterations of each loop. The user provides the ANSI C source files containing the function under test, which we denote by f , and other functions called by f . Test generation with PathCrawler contains two major phases. In the first phase, PathCrawler extracts the inputs of f and instruments the source code in order to create a test driver. This phase uses the CIL library [25]. The extracted inputs include the formal parameters of f and the non constant global variables. A test case will provide a value for each input of f . The user may remove some variables from the inputs, define the domains of the inputs, a test context and an oracle. The second phase generates test cases for f with the selected criterion. Implemented in Eclipse constraint logic programming environment1 , the generator combines symbolic execution in constraints and concrete execution. The paths of f are explored in a depth-first search. Let us describe (a simplified version of) the PathCrawler test generation method in more detail. We can denote an execution path by a sequence of decisions, e.g. a+ , b− , c− , d+ , where a, b, c, d designate control points (in some conditional or loop statements). A decision is denoted by the control point followed by a “+” if the condition is true, and by a “−” otherwise. The mark “⋆” after a decision indicates that the other branch has already been explored (it will be explained in detail below). The generator needs the test driver with the instrumented version of f to trace the execution path on a generated test case. The generator’s main loop is rather simple: given a partial program path π, the main idea is to symbolically execute it using constraints. A solution of the resulting constraint solving problem will provide a test case exercising a path starting with π. Then the trick is to use concrete execution of the test case on the instrumented version to obtain the complete path. The partial paths are explored in a depth-first search. For symbolic execution of a program in constraints, 1 http://www.eclipse-clp.org
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(1) Memory a[0] 7→ X0 a[1] 7→ X1 a[2] 7→ X2 a[3] 7→ X3 key 7→ X4 π=ǫ



Constrs hprei



mid 7→ 1 and midVal 7→ X1 , X1 being the current symbolic value of a[1]. The conditional expression at line 6 gives the constraint X1 < X4 , since X4 is the symbolic value associated to key. At line 7, the memory is updated with low 7→ 2. Line 3 adds the trivial constraint 2 ≤ 3. Lines 4 and 5 update the memory map with mid 7→ 2 and midVal 7→ X2 . Because of the minus sign, the expression at line 6 is negated and gives the constraint X2 ≥ X4 . Line 8 posts the constraint X2 > X4 . Line 9 changes the value of high to 1 in the memory. Finally the last conditional node 3+ gives the false constraint 2 ≤ 1, so the path prefix is infeasible. The last constraint obviously fails, which is detected by our solver at the propagation step while posting the constraint, and Step 1 continues directly to Step 4. The intermediate states were not detailed in Figure 2. We are now going from (2) to (3) in Figure 2. Step 4 computes the complete path ρ = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8+ 3+ ⋆ . As 3+ ⋆ means that its negation has already been explored, the new prefix π is 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8− ⋆ . Next, Step 1 symbolically executes this partial path. It can be done from the initial state (1). However, in practice, backtracking allows us to come back to the closest intermediate state (here, the state just before X2 > X4 was posted by the previous execution), from which we can reach the current path prefix in a minimal number of steps. Next, Step 2 generates Test case 2. Step 3 sets σ to ǫ. Step 4 computes the new prefix π = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6+ ⋆ , and so on. The reader will find applications of this method to other examples in [31, 32, 16].



Test case 1 X0 = 5 X1 = 17 X2 = 42 → X3 = 70 X4 = 23 σ = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8+ 3−



(2) Memory Constraints [. . . ] hprei low 7→ 2 0 ≤ 3, X1 < X4 high 7→ 1 2 ≤ 3, X2 ≥ X4 mid 7→ 2 X2 > X 4 midVal 7→ X2 2 ≤ 1 π = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8+ 3+ ⋆



infeasible



→



(3) Memory Constraints [. . . ] hprei low 7→ 2 0 ≤ 3, X1 < X4 high 7→ 3 2 ≤ 3, X2 ≥ X4 mid 7→ 2 X2 ≤ X4 midVal 7→ X2 π = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8− ⋆



Test case 2 X0 = 25 X1 = 40 X2 = 47 X3 = 97 X4 = 47 σ=ǫ



...



Figure 2. Depth-first generation of all-paths test cases for bsearch, where → denotes application of Steps 2, 3 and denotes application of Steps 4, 1. otherwise. Here, the precondition contains the definition of the variables’ domains and the property that a is sorted in ascending order. We assume the oracle is provided, and focus on the generation of test data. Figure 2 shows how our method proceeds on this example. The empty path is denoted by ǫ. In the state (1), we see that the initialisation step associates a logical variable Xi to each input, i.e. to each element of a and to key, and posts the precondition hprei to the constraint store. Here, hprei denotes the constraints: X0 , . . . , X4 ∈ [0, 100] and X0 ≤ X1 ≤ X2 ≤ X3 . As the original prefix π is empty, Step 1 is trivial and adds no constraints. Step 2 consists of choosing a first test case. In Step 3, we retrieve the complete path traced during the concrete execution of Test case 1, and obtain σ = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8+ 3− . (We use abbreviated path notation where we write decisions only.) Step 4 sets ρ = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8+ 3− and, therefore, the new path prefix π = 3+ 6+ 3+ 6− 8+ 3+ ⋆ by negating the last not-yet-negated decision. Now, Step 1 symbolically executes this path prefix in constraints for unknown inputs, and the resulting state is shown in (2). Let us explain this execution in detail. First, the execution of line 2 adds low 7→ 0 and high 7→ 3 into the memory. The conditional expression at line 3 is interpreted as a constraint 0 ≤ 3 after replacing the variables by their current values in the memory map. The assignments of lines 4 and 5 add
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Towards an Automatic Testing Tool



Over the last few years we have applied the PathCrawler prototype to many examples of industrial software, especially embedded software. Scaling-up to programs of hundreds or thousands of lines of code has not really proved a problem. PathCrawler is robust and efficient, capable of generating test cases which cover millions of paths, which can have hundreds of control points, of a function under test. However, real industrial software raises other issues that are not seen in trials on academic examples. In this Section, we start by examining the properties needed for a test generation tool to satisfy a coverage criterion. We discuss how we can realistically interpret and apply the rather naive and badly-defined all-paths criterion. We explain how the user can avoid detecting irrelevant bugs by defining the context in which the function under test will be called, its precondition. We discuss features of real programs that are rarely addressed in the literature, such as library calls and floating-point numbers. Real programming languages have very complicated semantics, which makes it difficult to translate branch conditions into constraints. There are the classic problems of aliasing and pointers in C and the semantics of C++ is even more complicated than that of C. We examine the factors that influence the effi3



ciency of automatic test-case generation. Finally we point out that automatic test-case generation must be specialised to treat the types of software that occur very frequently in embedded systems. These are the criteria which we believe must be satisfied by test-case generation tools in order for the automation of structural testing to become an industrial reality.



3.1



orities than the treatment, even if partial, of all programs, PathCrawler guarantees satisfaction of the all-paths criterion for a certain class of programs.



3.2



Limiting Path Explosion



The practical limitation to completeness is the number of feasible execution paths in the program under test. Programs do not need to have very many lines of code, or even control points, to have an astronomical number of execution paths. Such a combinatorial explosion in the number of execution paths can be due to 3 factors:



Soundness and Completeness



Soundness and completeness of generated test cases are important evaluation criteria for automatic test generation tools because they are necessary for 100% satisfaction of coverage criteria. Test case generation is sound when each test case activates the test objective (path, branch, instruction, etc.) for which it was generated and complete when absence of a test for some test objective means this test objective is infeasible. The soundness of the PathCrawler method presented in Section 2 is verified by concrete execution of generated test cases on the instrumented version of the program under test. The path trace obtained by the concrete execution of a test case confirms that this test case really executes the path for which it was generated. Completeness can only be guaranteed when symbolic execution of all features of the program is correct and when constraint solving terminates within a reasonable timeout for all paths. This is difficult for real-life code, as explained in Sections 3.5, 3.6 and 3.8. Note that completeness and the verification of soundness on the instrumented code actually require symbolic execution of program features to be adapted to the target platform (compiler optimisations, libraries, floating-point unit, etc) of the function under test and also PathCrawler’s execution of the tests on the instrumented code to be carried out in the same environment. PathCrawler is currently only adapted to our Linux development environment and Intel-based platform. The depth-first search of the PathCrawler method enables iteration over all feasible paths of the program, which is necessary for completeness, for all terminating programs with finitely many paths. Programs containing infinite loops cannot be tested in any case in the way we propose here as the execution of the program on the test inputs would never terminate. Any infinite loop which has been introduced as the result of a bug can only be detected by a timeout on the execution of each test-case on the instrumented code. Terminating programs with an infinite number of paths must have an infinite number of inputs and this is another class of programs that cannot be tested using the PathCrawler method. Unlike concolic tools such as CUTE [27] and DART [11], for which soundness and completeness are lower pri-



• long sequences of conditional instructions : the number of paths can be 2l where l is the number of conditions. All feasible execution paths of such programs can often only be covered if the pre-condition on the context in which the program is to be tested (see Section 3.4) happens to eliminate many potential paths. Otherwise, path coverage may have to be abandoned in favour of branch coverage. • Loops with a variable number of iterations : for each path containing 0 iterations of such a loop, there is another path containing 1 iteration etc. up to the maximum number of iterations. In many cases, the regularity in the loop means that if the test results are correct for all paths with a small number of iterations, then they will be for all paths with any number of iterations. The all-feasible-paths criterion can then be relaxed to a criterion such as the classic k-path, proposed by PathCrawler (and described in [31]), in which only feasible paths with up to k iterations of such loops are tested, where k is chosen by the user. However, the danger of the k-path criterion is that some path suffixes after exit from the loop may only be feasible in case of more than k iterations of the loop. • Function calls : many test-case generators treat function calls by inlining the source code of called functions if it is available (for the case where the source code is not available, see Section 3.3). This combines the number of paths in the function under test with the number of paths in the called function, which greatly increases the number of paths to be tested and may result in many tests covering different paths through the called function for the same path in the calling function. In this case too, the best solution seems to be a more precise interpretation of the all-paths criterion. If bottom-up unit testing is being carried out then called functions will be path-tested before the calling function and it is sufficient to test just all feasible paths of the calling function. The following table shows experimental results of test generation with different criteria for the function Merge 4



(see [32]) that takes two sorted arrays of length ≤ 10 and merges them to a new sorted array. We see that the k-path criterion considerably reduces test generation time and the number of test cases. criterion time (s) ♯ test cases



k=2 0.33 19



k=5 0.80 337



k = 10 37.2 12 798



k = 15 876.65 216 371



automation users are often prepared to formalise the specifications of called functions if the specification language is appropriate. We therefore propose a language which uses the same function names and types as the C code and corresponds to first-order logic on finite domains. It is similar to the usual languages used for defining assertions in source code. The specifications are structured as pre/post-condition couples [15]. This format is easy for users to understand. Furthermore, it is already widely used in industry, for example to specify conditions in state-transition systems. We use the specification to abstract the called function. The idea is to abstract the internal structural paths of the called function by the definition of the corresponding functional domains. In the method described in Section 2, the C instructions are translated into constraints by PathCrawler so that producing a new test case becomes a constraint solving problem. Now, the specification of the called function is also interpreted as constraints. We have defined two different coverage criteria. The first corresponds to the coverage of all feasible paths of the function under test and all the functional domains for every calling context of the called functions. However, if we only need to cover all the paths in the calling function, then this criterion sometimes results in redundant tests. These are the tests which exercise different functional domains within a called function but are identical within the calling function. The second criterion requires just all-paths coverage of the calling function, with the least possible exploration of the functional domains of called functions. We have modified PathCrawler’s method to generate tests respecting either of these criteria. More details can be found in [23]. In our approach, the maximum number of cases to be considered depends on the number of pre/post cases in the specification which is unlikely to be more, and may be far less, than the number of feasible execution paths. However, our approach preserves the completeness of the coverage of paths in the calling functions. It is an example of grey-box test selection strategy that advantageously combines whitebox (structural) and black-box (functional) strategies in order to achieve automation of unit testing.



all-paths 3 407.98 705 431



In the case of loops and of function calls, we would like to explore additional iterations of the loop or additional paths only when it is necessary in order to cover all paths of the function under test, i.e. when a path in the rest of the function under test is only feasible in the context of additional loop iterations or an unexplored path in the called function. We are currently studying the modification of PathCrawler’s strategy to enable this minimal exploration. Our approach is based on the storage of infeasible path suffixes used in [23], optimised by taking into account the dependencies between the infeasible suffix and the path through the loop or function call. A similarly “lazy” approach is proposed for the treatment of function calls in [10], but this approach stores not infeasible path suffixes but the result of symbolic execution of each path through a called function which has already been explored. Among other approaches to the path explosion problem in all-paths testing, CUTE [27] proposes to approximate function return values by concrete values, but this endangers completeness. Path exploration can be guided by particular heuristics [7], or using a combination of random testing and symbolic execution [17]. State-caching, a technique arising from static analysis, is used by [4] to prune the paths which are not interesting with respect to given test objectives.



3.3



Treating Library Function Calls



Real code often contains calls to functions whose source code is not available but many structural test-case generation tools cannot treat these calls in a satisfactory way. In PathCrawler we propose a novel method to overcome this limitation of structural testing when the called function is a library or off-the-shelf software component (COTS) for which there is a detailed description of the functionality and restrictions on usage. As far as we know, it is the only work which addresses this problem. When the source code of the called function is not available, testing traditionally uses stubs [24]. These are built manually in an ad-hoc way and are often an incomplete description of the called function, which can lead to incomplete testing. They cannot be used for the automatic generation of unit tests. Our method is based on a formal specification of the called function. This is why it can also be used when the source code of the called function is available and the called function has already been validated using a formal specification. Indeed, we believe that to achieve increased test



3.4



Enabling Definition of Test Contexts



Automated testing tools must offer a means for the user to define a context for the function under test. Indeed, although defensive programming advocates embedding runtime precondition verification in the function code, many functions are programmed without such safety mechanisms, notably because of performance issues or an unknown specification. Moreover, time and other resources may be too scarce for testing numerous out-of-domain behaviours. Program subroutines often come with formal or informal 5



3.5



conditions on the input. These may correspond to the definition domain, for instance: the C standard library function sqrt, which takes a double and returns its square root as a double, is actually defined only for non-negative numbers. But the user may wish to impose additional restrictions on the context in which the function is to be tested. Let us call the conditions on the inputs for which a function is to be tested the precondition of the function. In other words, the test domain is obtained from the input variables’ types filtered by the precondition, for a function f with n inputs of types t1 to tn :



The Memory Model



The treatment of arrays, pointers, pointer casts, type unions and primitive C operations on bits is one of the difficult aspects of automatic test generation for languages such as C. Unfortunately, these constructions are often found in industrial software. PathCrawler only partially treats these constructions at the present time. This is also the case for comparable tools CUTE [27] and EXE [7], each tool having its own strong and weak points. The treatment of dereferenced pointers, such as in the branch condition if(*p == *q), where int *p,*q; poses no problem for most tools. However, in order to treat branch conditions such as if(p == q) (with int *p,*q;), it must be possible to post constraints on the values of pointers on input. These values are memory addresses that can change with each execution; they cannot be generated as test inputs but must be represented symbolically (such as in CUTE) in order to handle such conditions. Pointer arithmetic is treated by PathCrawler as long as there are no explicit or implicit casts of pointers. Some uses of type unions are equivalent to pointer casts and so cannot be treated either by PathCrawler. Treating pointer casts necessitates a low-level model of the memory, including the size in bits of each variable and their relative positions. Constraint solving techniques may also have to be adapted to treat bit-level representations. Although PathCrawler cannot handle pointer casts, it does have special constraints to treat operations on bits. EXE has a low-level memory model and is based on a SAT solver. It can handle bit operations, pointer arithmetic and also pointer casts, but its use of bit vectors to model the memory means it can only treat one level of pointer dereferencing. It therefore cannot treat **p, which can be treated by PathCrawler in the absence of pointer casts. The constructions above pose the additional difficulty of aliases, i.e. different ways to address the same memory location. Some of them (external aliases) appear when the allowed inputs of the function under test may address the same memory location in two different ways. For example, in a circular doublylinked list dl, some of dl->left->. . . ->left and dl->right->. . . ->right are aliases. If an input is (or contains) a data structure with aliases, the test generator has to find the shape of the data structure as well as its data values. By default, PathCrawler supposes there are no external aliases, but allows the user to define external alias relations in the precondition. In functions without external aliases, internal aliases are due to instructions inside the function and occur during symbolic execution of a program path with unknown inputs. The difficulty arises from unknown inputs used as offsets, e.g. in instructions like a[i]=5 or if(max 
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